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It is quite a bit of time in between since we released the last issue of PA News. However, the
months of June, July and August were quite busy months for Planet Aerospace, since the major
project indicated in last issue was running. The moment that was completed we became busy with
organising a two day workshop for another renowned educational institution. In last issue of PA
News, we covered the activities up to June 10th. In this issue we would cover activities till
November 30, 2017.
Many activities progressed successfully during last five months and some new opportunities have
shown promise. So friends read on…

Project from an Industry Major
As informed in GBM as well as the last issue of PA
News, we had received a service order to help the
industry in developing a proposal for enabling the
industry to build bigger satellites in future. The service
order had a deadline of three months to complete the
proposal.
Though the entire body of knowledge for satellite
building from Concept to Completion was very much
within the bound of the PA team, this project needed
professional and industrial approach, updating of our
own knowledgebase with global perspective, close
interaction with customer, understanding customer’s
style of handling the information.
During those three and half months, we had more
than twelve regular face-to-face meetings, not to
count more than two hundred mail conversations. Out
of eighteen chapters of the proposal at least fifteen
chapters went through more than four revisions with
internal reviews as well as with customer feedback.
We exercised strict nomenclature control and
accommodated all the requirements to generate the
final version of each chapter. The formatting effort
was a daunting task with disturbance from inclusion of
every new inclusion. Photographs and diagrams, charts
were yet another storey of sustained efforts and
strong will to make the document look like a real
professional one. Finally by end August we could bring
to its final shape and submitted it to the customer.
The project was completed in its stipulated time and

to the satisfaction of the customer. The project is
complete and closed.
We hope to get some more service requests from the
same customer in future as the things progress on
various strategic and business fronts.
Workshop at Alva’s Institute
Alva’s Institute of Engineering & Technology (AIET) is
one prestigious educational institution at Moodbidri
near Mangalore, spread over a vast beautiful campus,
adorned by thick greenery that includes a carefully
nurtured garden that boasts of a number of medicinal
plants and herbs. The number of students studying on
the campus is in tens of thousands and they come
from all over the country. There seems to be a special
stress to encourage students from North-East states.
The management is keen on making students not only
aware of latest technologies but give them a hand-on
experience in applying those technologies in practice.
The institute showed a keen interest in conceiving and
subsequently designing, building and deploying a
nano-satellite by actively involving students and
faculty for this objective.
Members of Planet Aerospace had an exploratory visit
and meetings to access the interest, intent and
capabilities. As a first step, a two- day workshop was
conducted by the experts from Planet Aerospace to
provide an overview of the entire process of satellite
design and building. Twelve different topics were
covered by twelve different expert members of Planet
Aerospace.
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The workshop was very well received and the
enthusiasm of the students to learn was to be seen
to be believed.
The workshop concluded with a trip to various
departments to access the in-house capabilities that
could be leveraged whenever the project moves to

next stage. A business meeting was held between
the management, faculty and EC members of
Planet Aerospace to work out next course of
action. We hope to work with the institution more
closely in future.
The workshop got a wide publicity in media.

Media Coverage
Read more at: https://kannada.oneindia.com/news/mangalore/alva-s-organization-plans-to-set-upnano-sat Moodbidri: Alva’s Institute of Engineering and Technology, Mijar hosted a two days’
workshop on “Realisation of Nano-Satellite by an Academic Institution” in association with Planet
Aerospace, Bangalore on 13 and 14 October, 2017.
The workshop was inaugurated by Prof Rajangam, Former Deputy Director, ISRO Satellite Centre,
Bangalore. In his inauguration address, Prof Rajangam stressed on the need to bring fruits of science
and technology to the rural masses. He said, “Alva’s Education Foundation is offering excellent learning
opportunity for students by offering a conducive environment. India will definitely prosper if people go
back to their roots. Prof U R Rao’s legacy has helped ISRO achieve great heights. ISRO is built with the
motivation to work for the country. People will have a number of ways to contribute to the country and
they have to explore these”.
Continuing his deliberations, Prof Rajangam added, “India is producing the largest number of engineers
in the world. The basics of Satellite Technology should be taught in technical colleges. It is a good sign
that a lot of registered participants are taking part in this workshop. The students should derive lot of
benefits from this workshop which includes lot of interactive sessions”.
President of the programme, Managing Trustee of Alva’s Education Foundation Vivek Alva
complimented ISRO for its tremendous efforts in bringing scientific aspects in academic environment.
He said, “We are happy and privileged to be associated with ISRO. Scientists have always supported
and guided our students and faculty in our scientific endeavours. Educational institutes should utilize
the services of ISRO. Through ‘Bhuvan Project’, Alva’s was able to document the assets of Dakshina
Kannada district. ISRO is guiding us in Satellite programme and setting up lab in space.”
He called upon students to understand the objectives of their projects before implementing them.
The information booklet and CD on the workshop were released by the guests during the occasion. In
the 2 day workshop, ten former Directors of ISRO will conduct technical sessions on Satellite Design for
around 350 students.
Prof. Taniya Mendez compered the programme. Prof. Sayeesh welcomed the gathering and Dr.
Dattatreya, event coordinator thanked the guests. Trustee Vivek Alva honoured the guests with
mementos.

Highlights

The major consult project was completed in time and to the
satisfaction of the customer. The project is closed.

A two-day workshop was successfully conducted at AIET,
Moodbidri.

Our attempt is always to involve more and more members of
Planet Aerospace in all our projects. For example, for workshop at
MSRUAS we had three non-EC members, in consultancy project we had
three different non-EC members, in workshop at AIET we had five nonEC members involved. Participation from more members is expected
whenever next projects come or existing projects move to next stage.

Shri. Alva inaugurating the workshop
Shri. Satyamurthy lighting the lamp

Shri. Rajangam addressing the
participants
Workshop Presentations being handed
over to AIET
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